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made it out of the question for me to leave my husbancTs house
and marry again. But now that he has grown up and entered
on manhood, he actually implores me to take myself off, so
concerned is he for his estate, which he sees the young lords
eating up.
'But enough. Let me ask you to interpret a dream of mine
which I shall now describe. I keep a flock of twenty geese in the
place. They come in from the pond to pick up their grain and
I delight in watching them. In my dream I saw a great eagle
swoop down from the hills and break their necks with his
crooked beak, killing them all. There they lay in a heap on the
floor while he vanished in the open sky. I wept and cried aloud,
though it was only a dream, and Achaean ladies gathering about
me found me sobbing my heart out because the eagle had
slaughtered my geese. But the bird came back. He perched on a
jutting timber of the roof, and breaking into human speech he
checked my tears.(< Take heart," he said,((daughter of the noble
Icarius. This is not a dream but a happy reality which you shall
see fulfilled. The geese were your lovers, and I that played the
eaglets part am now your husband, home again and ready to
deal out grim punishment to every man among them." At this
point I awoke. I looked around me and there I saw the geese in
the yard pecking their grain at the trough in their accustomed
place/
' Lady/ replied the subtle Odysseus,' nobody could force any
other meaning on this dream; you have learnt from Odysseus
himself how he will translate it into fact. Clearly, the Suitors are
all of them doomed: there is not one who will get away alive.'
creams, sir,' said the cautious Penelope, 'are awkward and
confusing things: not all that people see in them comes true.
For there are two gates through which these insubstantial
visions reach us; one is of horn and the other of ivory. Those
that come through the ivory gate cheat us with empty promises
that never see fulfilment; while those that issue from the gate of
burnished hom inform the dreamer what will really happen.

